“The ultimate weakness of violence is that
it is a descending spiral, begetting the very
thing it seeks to destroy. Instead of
diminishing evil, it multiplies it.”
~ Martin Luther King Jr. ~

We are America
The Thin Blue Line by Linda Goudsmit
The goal of the radical leftist Democrat party and their globalist bosses is
not regulatory reform. Their ultimate goal is to replace the existing blue
police force with their own mercenary stormtroopers. Antifa and BLM will
become the brown shirts of the new normal in America. The radical leftist
Democrat war on police is the last stage in the globalist war on America.
Antifa and BLM are foot soldiers of the revolution. The identifiable mob
leaders are contracted by the unobserved globalist elite. It is the globalist
bosses who are directing the social chaos by funding and fomenting mob
violence, and by neutering the police force with radical leftist stand-down
policies.
There are no individual freedoms in the New World Order of the globalist
elite. The unified globalized world is a binary socio-political system with the

globalist ruling elite at the top of the pyramid, and the enslaved population
who serve them below. Globalism is the twenty-first century name for
feudalism. The New World Order is the very old system of masters and
slaves.
http://goudsmit.pundicity.com/24336/the-thin-blue-line

‘You won’t need to abolish us – we won’t be around
for it’
Travis Yates is a serving police commander in Tulsa, Oklahoma. He is a
doctoral student in Strategic Leadership, a graduate of the FBI National
Academy, and the author of "The Courageous Police Leader: A Survival
Guide for Combating Cowards, Chaos & Lies”. After more than 27 years in
the force, I’ve had enough. These protests and riots are the final straw.
The nasty words we get called all the time have now turned into rocks,
bottles and gunfire. It’s over, America: we are leaving.
https://bvi.org/you-won-t-need-to-abolish-us-we-won-t-be-around-for-itwhy-i-and-many-of-my-colleagues-are-quitting-as-us-police-officers

10 Things for Which I'll Never Apologize
There are people who live to be offended. They’re called Progressives.
They are offended by Confederate statues, by monuments that they say
celebrate white supremacy and colonialism, by Trump supporters, by
Trump himself, and by those who refuse to get on their knees and grovel
before Black Lives Matter. To say you’re offended exalts your feelings
above everything else. It’s not an argument, but a call to end discussion –
an admission of intellectual impotence. Being offended isn’t a mark of
virtue; it’s a sign that you’re a big, blubbering baby who will throw a
tantrum if you can’t get your way.
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/06/10-things-which-ill-neverapologize-don-feder

Anyone Sick of Riots, Burnings, Lootings and
Monument Destruction?

If we allow this current generation of naïve-gullible kids to tear down our
monuments from our past, we will not remember or understand what gave
us our freedoms. Why do you think they preserved Birkenau and
Auschwitz where millions died in gas chambers during World War
II? Answer: to remember that humanity won’t let that happen again. Why
did we erect a statue of Martin Luther King on the Washington
Mall? Answer: to demonstrate peacefully toward any goal to bring the
greater good.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/anyone-sick-of-riots-burnings-lootings-andmonument-destruction/

Black Lives Matter Organizer: 'Give Me Money or
We'll Break Windows'
Justice consisted of toppling the progressive statue of Lady Forward and a
Union veteran, and violently assaulting State Senator Tim Carpenter, a gay
progressive from Milwaukee, who had come out to support the peaceful
protest, but unfortunately missed the peaceful protest, and was instead
punched and kicked in the head, neck and ribs, and left with a concussion.
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/06/black-lives-matter-organizergive-me-money-or-well-daniel-greenfield

The Present Moment Has Set Blacks Back a HalfCentury
The damage the left is doing to America may be mortal. When it is widely
deemed OK to destroy statues of Abraham Lincoln, society is experiencing
a moral earthquake which may eventually destroy it. But the damage the
left is doing to so many blacks -- to their moral compass, to their happiness
and to their relations with their white fellow citizens -- is not in the realm of
"may do." It is done.
https://townhall.com/columnists/dennisprager/2020/06/30/the-presentmoment-has-set-blacks-back-a-halfcentury-n2571585

Time to Expose the Fraud That Launched BLM
On Black Lives Matter's website, the organization's radical founders trace
the creation of their movement "to the acquittal of Trayvon Martin's
murderer, George Zimmerman." Had those founders paid any attention to
the trial, they would have known that Zimmerman should never have been
charged with murder, let alone tried.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/06/time_to_expose_the_fr
aud_that_launched_blm.html

FREE Movie Link: “The Trayvon Hoax: Unmasking
the Witness Fraud that Divided America.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QAw5ykIPOBM&feature=youtu.be

Never Give an Inch
Since we all agree that black lives matter -- as do all other lives -- then
what’s the point? There isn’t one. Blacks in this country are doing well -under this president, financially better than they ever have. We’d all like to
see black families put back together, but that’s not anything a riot will fix.
We’d like to see school choice so that black children have a better shot at
an education, but the left is adamantly against that. So, what? It’s never
been clearer that this has been fit-throwing for fit-throwing’s sake -- and
for the sake of stealing the coming election.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/07/never_give_an_inch_.h
tml#ixzz6R3S9Nsnn

NY Times: George Washington Statues Must Go
Lefties describe such things as opposition to colonialism, that is to say,
they support slavery when it's practiced by Islamists, and condemn
European efforts to stop it. That's why their clucking over American slavery
is a hypocritical excuse for attacking America while defending slavery as an
institution. Let me know when Charles Blow and the New York Times are
ready to cancel Mohammed as an inhuman monster. Otherwise they can
shut the hell up about the Father of our Country.
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/point/2020/06/new-york-times-georgewashington-statues-must-go-daniel-greenfield

Pathetic: Greta Thunberg, Meghan Markle trying to
get in on the BLM act
What we are seeing here, in both cases, is two lost souls looking on in
envy at the mayhem wrought against America through Black Lives Matter,
and wanting to get in on the action, too. Neither figure from the plummy
quarters in Europe had had any interest in this earlier, Thunberg had her
big protests and speaking tours, while Markle had her charities, but with
the cameras now on the amorphous activist group, whose chief purpose

seems to be to destroy America, while conveying virtue-signaling and
absolution from racism, they can't resist
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/06/pathetic_greta_thunberg_
meghan_markle_trying_to_get_in_on_the_blm_act.html

This is McCarthyism in BLM clothing
The Black Lives Matter (BLM) protests have accelerated and intensified our
culture of crushing conformism. I was sympathetic to those whose
justifiably angry reaction to the appalling killing of George Floyd on 25 May
led them to break Covid-19 lockdowns and take to the streets. Yet,
somehow, an idealistic and well-motivated protest against injustice and
police brutality has increasingly come to resemble the 17th-century Salem
witch trials, or the McCarthyism of the 1950s, dramatised by Arthur Miller
in The Crucible.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/06/30/this-is-mccarthyism-in-blmclothing/

Canada
Apocalyptic science: How the West is destroying
itself
If you live in a Western nation like Canada in the 21st century, you have
more freedom, prosperity and peace than most of the rest of the world at
most other times in history. Yet these countries have never been at greater
risk. The threat is not pandemics, climate change or war but something
more insidious. Do not expect bedrock principles of Canadian law and
society to withstand this subversion. The ground began to shift long ago,
and a kind of cultural apocalypse is well underway.
https://www.msn.com/en-ca/news/other/apocalyptic-science-how-thewest-is-destroying-itself/ar-BB160gu2?ocid=spartan-ntp-feeds

Health Canada now stocking Chinese military's
COVID-19 vaccine for human trials
The Chinese biotech company CanSino has been granted exclusive power
to test their new coronavirus inoculation on Canadians.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyIO_V4wgFg&feature=youtu.be

StudentsforCanada (SFC) Support Canada’s
Energy/Oil and Gas Sector
We are writing this letter on behalf of Students For Canada (SFC) to
present a supportive view of Canada’s Energy / Oil and Gas sector. This
letter is in response to concerns raised by several groups criticizing your
pledge to support the oil and gas sector as well as other negative
statements that followed. A poll completed on March 26, 2020, showed
that 82% of Canadians across the nation support or accept assisting the Oil
and Gas Industry, as Canada has done with many other industries (Abacus
Data, March 2020) 1 . As well, several independent polls have confirmed
that the majority of Canadians support Oil and Gas development.
https://www.studentsforcanada.ca/s/Letter-To-PM-Justin-Trudeau-1.pdf

Much to love about Canada, despite any
imperfections by Conrad Black
I don’t intend to make light of the real problems. But our official obsession
with this issue is an absurd displacement for other concerns. Of course
racism exists and must be extirpated. But this is not a racist country; it is a
good country compared to the 197 others. Canada as a self-governing
entity has never had any slavery and Canadians before and after they
became self-governing in internal matters in 1848 had an admirable record
in encouraging and accepting fugitive slaves from the United States,
totalling about 40,000, and in giving refuge to anti-slavery activists,
including John Brown and Harriet Tubman.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/conrad-black-much-to-love-about-canadadespite-any-imperfections

Trudeau linked charity said PMO contacted them
directly to award $900 million grant program
Contrary to prior claims made by Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, a WE
Charity co-founder said that the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) contacted
the group directly to award it oversight over the $900 million Canada
Student Service Grant (CSSG). The charity is set to benefit from the
agreement to the tune of $19.5 million at the taxpayer’s expense, the
National Post reports.
https://tnc.news/2020/06/30/trudeau-linked-charity-said-pmo-contactedthem-directly-to-award-900-million-grant-program/

Trudeau’s Dangerous “Post-National” Agenda Must
Be Stopped
Justin Trudeau has said he wants Canada to become the first "PostNational" state. He wants us to be a country without nationalism, replacing
a shared national identity with his "diversity is strength" rhetoric. This is
dangerously misguided. For both moral, and practical reasons, it is not
possible for a country without a nationality to survive.
https://spencerfernando.com/2017/04/21/trudeaus-dangerous-postnational-agenda-must-stopped/

Canada: Six religious statues beheaded at Grotto of
Our Lady of Lourdes
Leftists have been indulging in an orgy of destroying statues lately, but
their favored method of destruction is pulling them down, not beheading
them. Could it have anything to do with the introduction into Canada of a
large population of people who believe that Christianity is a false religion
and that they are commanded to fight unbelievers so that Allah may punish
them by the hands of the believers (cf. Qur’an 9:14-15)?
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2020/07/canada-six-religious-statuesbeheaded-at-grotto-of-our-lady-of-lourdes _daily_digest&utm_term=202007-04

Rising Canadian political star slams UN for showing
support for ‘radical leftist’ group Antifa
Conservative Party of Canada (CPC) leadership candidate and member of
Parliament (MP) Derek Sloan says the United Nations is "hopelessly out of
touch" for showing support for Antifa in a social media post last week.
The United Nations Office at Geneva (UNOG) voiced support for Antifa in a
June 19 Twitter post, by "expressing profound concern" over the fact the
United States government is looking at labeling them a terrorist
organization.
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/rising-canadian-political-star-slams-unfor-showing-support-for-radical-leftist-group-antifa

Pakistan “defunded the police.” Here’s how that
turned out with Raheel Raza
It’s unfortunate that the RCMP Commissioner was coerced by
politicians and media to claim that there is systemic racism in the RCMP.
Look — the point is that the police forces are not trained doctors of
psychology. Either they need enhanced training or – if the government is
giving money to Canadians for doing nothing, surely, they can find the
money for our police force to get a team specifically trained to deal with
mental disabilities.
https://www.rebelnews.com/pakistan_defunded_the_police_heres_how_th
at_turned_out

What do you love most about Canada?
Canada is the strong and free, and the greatest country in the world. From
our great history and accomplishments to the sport of hockey, True North
fellows discuss what they love most about Canada. What about you?
What’s one thing you love about Canada? Happy Canada Day from all of us
here at True North!
https://tnc.news/2020/07/01/what-do-you-love-most-about-canada/

BLM & ANTIFA
“Attacks on the police is an old communist tactic
to eliminate law enforcement. The Bolsheviks
successfully unleashed widespread attacks on
Police in the run up to the October Revolution.
~ Alexander Solzhenitsyn ~
Andy Ngo testifies before Congress on Antifa
violence—Democrats insist Antifa doesn't exist
Andy Ngo, editor-at-large for The Post Millennial, spoke to Congress today
about Antifa violence. This is a subject that Ngo knows intimately, as he
has been the target of violence from this group since he began
investigating them some years ago. Yet ranking Democrats on the
committee don't believe that Antifa exists.
https://thepostmillennial.com/andy-ngo-testifies-before-congress

The Source of BLM's Super-power
My cousin Tom was a lifelong drug addict and serial impregnator, causing
numerous out-of-wedlock births. Tom invited me to see his new free
government-funded townhouse. He also received free drugs for his

addiction, along with healthcare and food stamps. I thought, “The
government is actually funding this guy's irresponsible lifestyle choices.”
Tom was a black man living a privileged life. Meanwhile, the government
was financially penalizing me for branching out on my own.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/07/the_source_of_blms_s
uperpower.html

Freedom of Speech
Amazon Censors ‘Killing Free Speech’ Documentary
about Censorship
Amazon has removed the first part of Killing Free Speech, a documentary
about the threats to freedom of expression posed by Antifa and its allies in
the media and Democrat parties. A second part of the documentary,
focused on the power of Big Tech, will shortly be released.
This is the second time that the documentary’s creator, independent
Danish-American conservative filmmaker Michael Hansen, has been
censored by Amazon.

https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2020/06/22/amazon-censors-killing-freespeech-documentary-about-censorship/

The War for Free Speech Is Here
The freedom to create ideas and release them into the world, to pray
fervently and openly according to personal belief, to speak without worry
of pain or punishment, is so essential to what America is that fighting for
its preservation is nothing short of fighting for the survival of the American
nation itself. If we lose it, everything else falls apart. Preserving free
speech must be where we make our last stand.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/06/the_war_for_free_spee
ch_is_here.html#ixzz6QyxkhnMU

The Corporate Thought Police
Corporate America has circumvented the first Amendment by appointing
itself the thought police over employees and associates who do not adhere
strictly to the "rules" of the current orthodoxy. It administers its ruthless
justice -- Cultural Revolution style -- through the destruction of employee
livelihoods and careers. The new corporate thought police are merciless;
they do not accept apologies, however groveling. Perhaps, in the future,
corporations will have "re-education" departments, as in China or the
former Soviet Union, for those who still have the courage to open their
minds and their mouths.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/16128/corporate-thought-police

Whatever Happened to Free Speech?
More and more people are being cancelled and deplatformed by the woke
outrage mob. Do these leftist activists realize that in a free society, people
are allowed to have different opinions and perspectives? True North’s
Anthony Furey says cancel culture needs to stop now because if we’re not
able to have different perspectives, we’re no longer a free society.
https://tnc.news/2020/07/02/furey-whatever-happened-to-free-speech/

Alternative to Twitter
What’s the Deal With Parler?
What led to Parler’s founding in August 2018 was, predictably,
disillusionment with the likes of the Silicon Valley giants. Henderson,
Nevada–based software engineers Jared Thomson and John Matze created
the platform, according to Parler’s website, “after being exhausted with a
lack of transparency in big tech, ideological suppression [sic] and privacy
abuse.” Matze, Parler’s CEO who counts Ayn Rand and conservative
economist Thomas Sowell among his influences, fancies his platform a sort
of free-speech utopia: “We’re a community town square, an open town
square, with no censorship,” Matze told CNBC.
https://slate.com/technology/2020/07/parler-free-speech-twitter.html

Why Parler is worth a punt
True liberals should embrace any challenge to Twitter’s stifling
monopoly. Although I am nervous about the possibility that Parler will
simply create another echo chamber, there is much to be gained from
attempting to break Twitter’s monopoly. In any case, given the ferocity
with which social-justice activists treat attempts at dialogue, is there any
choice but to embrace the echo-chamber phenomenon?
https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/07/01/why-parler-is-worth-a-punt/

Covid-19
How the man who eradicated smallpox would have
handled coronavirus
Whether we realize it or not, we have all been part of a grand
experiment. Never before have we had a national lockdown and mass
quarantines of healthy people in response to a pandemic. Not during the
1918 Spanish flu, the 1957 Asian flu, or the 1968/69 Hong Kong flu. Even
the concept of social distancing is a modern one. We have implemented
many of those things before to varying degrees, but never on a national
scale. The end result has had huge economic and social consequences.

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/06/6_29_2020_1_58.html#ix
zz6Qyymr3IA

EXPLOSIVE – About All These “New” Positive
COVID Cases – State Health Departments
Manipulating Data
It is not coincidental that all corporate media are all-in to facilitate the
demanded fear that Democrats need in order to achieve their
objectives. Thus there is an alignment of all big government institutions
and multinationals to support the same. Nothing is coincidental. Everything
is political.
https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2020/07/02/explosive-about-allthese-new-positive-covid-cases-state-health-departments-manipulatingdata-changing-definitions/

Journalist scorches California officials for excessive
Lockdowns in Epic speech
A journalist laid waste to a panel of California officials in an epic speech
over their over-the-top coronavirus lockdowns which have caused

incalculable damage to the nation. ‘Can you people do math? Can you
please do basic math and understand where we are on this?’
https://www.infowars.com/video-journalist-scorches-california-officials-forexcessive-lockdowns-in-epic-speech/

The Environment
A Winning Trifecta for Climate Science and
Rationality
Here are three environmentalists with different degrees of eco-activism in
their past, but all now willing to speak out against the incessant climate
propaganda of human-related guilt, the purveyors of anxiety, and the
poisoners of childhood joy and wonder. Climate change is the norm; it is
not mankind’s original sin. The readers here are encouraged to read the
works of these climate realists.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/06/a_winning_trifecta_for
_climate_science_and_rationality_.html#ixzz6Qf9TRwM0

On Behalf Of Environmentalists, I Apologize For
The Climate Scare
On behalf of environmentalists everywhere, I would like to formally
apologize for the climate scare we created over the last 30 years. Climate
change is happening. It’s just not the end of the world. It’s not even our
most serious environmental problem. I may seem like a strange person to
be saying all of this. I have been a climate activist for 20 years and an
environmentalist for 30. But as an energy expert asked by Congress to
provide objective expert testimony, and invited by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to serve as expert reviewer of its next
assessment report, I feel an obligation to apologize for how badly we
environmentalists have misled the public.
https://quillette.com/2020/06/30/on-behalf-of-environmentalists-iapologize-for-the-climate-scare/

Around the World
United Kingdom
UK authorities ignore Muslim’s video threat to
murder Tommy Robinson and rape his wife
How long will it be until this radical, fundamentalist Jihadi decides to go
onto a killing spree? It will be too late, the councillors, Islamic community
and Police are not paying attention. There needs to be a radical change
and strictness. They will most likely play out the “Islamophobia” card and
claim “Islam is peaceful”, and “No to the far-right”. They are more
concerned about “Islamophobia” than about Jihad attacks.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2020/07/uk-authorities-ignore-muslims-videothreat-to-murder-tommy-robinson-and-rape-his-wife

United States
Trump's finest speech – and a press that beclowns
itself in boiling hate
President Trump delivered the speech of his presidency at Mount
Rushmore Friday, a magnificent affirmation to Americans on their 244th
national birthday that what they have always cherished is still cherished,
along with a warning shot to those who hate and despise all the United
States stands for.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/07/trumps_finest_speech__a
nd_a_press_that_lies_about_it.html

President Trump's full speech at Mount Rushmore |
USA TODAY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXD4zPY4Ai0

J’Accuse Barack Obama! Flynn is an officer. Obama
is not a gentleman
Compare the French high military command and the Obama-Biden
command. Compare Judge Sullivan and generals of the French court
martial. Compare the suppression of exculpatory evidence in the
Obama/Biden directives and the suppression of the exculpatory evidence of
the Esterhazy bordereau. And compare the Obama administration’s
antipathy to Israel and the anti-Semitism of the army and courts of late
19th and early 20th century France.
https://spectator.us/jaccuse-barack-obama-flynn-dreyfus/

Hundreds of Streets and Schools are Named after a
Black Nationalist Ally of the KKK
If we are going to question the legitimacy of statues of everyone from
Columbus to Jefferson, what possible reason could there be for leaving in
place the legacy of a Klan ally and a vicious racist? Celebrating Malcolm X
shows that this is not about racism or slavery. It’s about racial
supremacism. You can ally with the KKK, party with the Nazis, and
romanticize Islamic slavery as long as you’re a black nationalist. If they
want to tear down statues of racists, then there’s one statue in Harlem
they can start with. Malcolm X must fall.

http://www.danielgreenfield.org/2020/06/hundreds-of-streets-and-schoolsare.html

Other Articles
The Pretense of Anarchy
Like the Islamic terrorists, such as Boko Haram and ISIS, there is no way
to reason with those who are seeking to undermine our freedoms. The
enemies of America, which includes most of the mainstream media that
gives the socio-cultural revolutionists prime-time coverage, are driven, as
Gingrich indicated, by pure hatred of what America stands for.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/07/the_pretense_of_anarc
hy.html

Freedom and Independence are Inextricably
Linked
The modern concept of freedom is more self-indulgent. This freedom
declares, “I was born this way and there is nothing I can do about
it. Government exists to protect me from the consequences of my own
actions and the actions of others -- clothe me, feed me, shelter me, and
tax others to pay for it. With my material needs met I am ‘free’ to pursue
anything and everything which brings me pleasure or makes me feel better
about myself and no one can judge me for it.”
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/07/freedom_and_indepen
dence_are_inextricably_linked_.html#ixzz6REPLhwtx

Ghislaine Maxwell's pending suicide
Anything's possible, really. Maxwell might break her neck practicing yoga;
downward dog does carry certain risks. Or she may contract rabies from a
prison rat — that was placed in her cell. Let's face it: we don't know how
Ghislaine will commit "suicide," only that she will. And then all the usual
suspects will tut-tut about the lack of supervision, official investigations will

find no wrongdoing, and certain folks' bank accounts will suddenly grow
fat. Most important, certain people will breathe a big sigh of relief.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/07/ghislaine_maxwells_pendi
ng_suicide.html#ixzz6RG7DV5sO

YouTubes
Socialism Will Destroy America
Socialism is the world's most evil serial killer... responsible for more than
100 MILLION deaths in the last century. Now its sights are set on America!
EVERY American needs to watch this!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6wZ-wC31M0&feature=youtu.be

They're Going to Starve Us and Freeze Us to Death
International best-selling author, Dr Vernon Coleman MB ChB DSc FRSA,
explains that oil and food are running out (though we're apparently not
allowed to talk about it) and that we're fighting a war for survival against a
bunch of unelected manipulators.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3iKgZ4K1tJk&feature=youtu.be

This Girl nails it!
Awesome breakdown of the endless leftist hypocrisy we are seeing right
now!
https://www.facebook.com/fogcitymidge/videos/3718036744878041/

I’m Sorry!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r4J2SZw0Fl0

Keep America Great!
Pro-Trump Girl Band Performs ‘Keep America Great’ Ahead of Tulsa Rally

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYyNMSrWqmM

Happy July 4th to our
American Friends

Act! For Canada
Without your help, our vital work in waging
this battle of ideas would not be possible.
Remember: Freedom is never free. Please make a donation.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/
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